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CONTRACT

STATE OF LOUISIANA
CONTRACT
Effective the 12th day of June, 2006, the State of Louisiana, through the Division of
Administration, Office of Community Development (hereinafter sometimes referred to as
the "State" or "OCD") - and ICF Emergency Management Services, LLC, 9300 Lee
Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031 (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the "Contractor" or
"ICF") do hereby enter into a contract under the following terms and conditions (the
"Contract").

1.0 SCOPE OF SERVICES
1.1 CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
ICF agrees to serve as Louisiana's Road Home Housing Manager, acting as the State's
agent to operate Housing Assistance Centers, conduct outreach, accept and process
applications for financial assistance, verify applicants' eligibility, determine amounts of
assistance in accordance with State guidelines, provide advisory services to property
owners, negotiate purchases and sales of properties, assist the State in handling land title
issues, create/maintain a comprehensive management information system, develop and
provide a process for mediation of disputes between vendors and homeowners, and
perform other duties as required to manage the program and comply with all federal, state
and local laws, regulations, and contractual requirements (the "Project").

1.2 STATEMENT OF WORK
1.2.1 INTRODUCTION
The Statement of Work attached hereto as Exhibit A defines the full scope of services
that are to be provided as Phase One under this Contract. The State and ICF expect to
amend this Contract over its three-year term to provide for subsequent phases. The
amendments will identify the specific tasks to be performed, the deliverables, the
completion criteria, estimated completion dates, estimated costs and each party's
respective responsibilities for accomplishing the tasks required in each subsequent phase.
Upon execution of this Contract and each subsequent amendment, the Contractor will be
authorized to perform work specified in this Contract and each amendment. All work
will be performed on an hourly fee or unit price basis, as set forth in this Contract. unless
specified otherwise. Exhibit B sets forth the deliverables and completion date
requirements.

( ExhibitA )
Bernofskyv. Road Home
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1.2.2 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goals and objectives of this Contract are as follows:
Opening of Housing Assistance Centers in various locations within and outside
the State to serve displaced residents.
Development of a MIS system which meets State specifications and internal
control requirements.
Development and initiation of an outreach and public education campaign
designed to provide information on the Road Home Program and Housing
Assistance Centers.
Successful completion of training sessions developed for home inspectors,
financial institutions, and building professionals.
Initiation and completion of a pilot program which processes a sample of
preregistered applicants to a final award in accordance with the opemtional plan
developed by the Contractor.
Execution of Memoranda of Understanding with state and federal agencies to
facilitate the transmission of data necessary for program implementation.

1.2.3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The performance of this Contract will be measured by the State Project Manager (the
"SPM"), who shall be the Director of OCD or her designee as appointed in writing,
authorized on behalf of the State, to evaluate the Contractor's performance pursuant to
the requirements of the Contract, including without limitation, the requirements of the
Statement of Work.

1.2.4 MONITORING PLAN
The Commissioner of Administration or his designee (the "Commissioner") as appointed
in writing will monitor the services provided by Contractor and the expenditure of funds
under this Contract. The Director of the OCD will be primarily responsible for the dayto-day contact with Contractor and day-to-day monitoring of Contractor's performance.
The monitoring plan is the following:
Meetings as specified in the Statement of Work will be held with Contractor's
team to discuss time schedule, deliverables due, progress on deliverables, weekly
work flow, challenges, etc.
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the Contractor to the State andfor State Agency for the performance of the requirements
of the Contract.
The following subcontractors are accepted by the State:
Shaw Environmental & Infrastructure, Inc.
The First American Corporation
KPMG LLP
Quadel Consulting Corporation
Microsofi Corporation
STR, L,.L.C.
Providence Engineering and Environmental Group LLC
Deitha Corporation
Jones, Walker, Waechter, Poitevent, Carrere & Denkgre, L..L.P

2.0 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
2.1 TERM OF CONTRACT
This Contract shall begin on June 12,2006, and shall end on June I I , 2009.

2.2 STATE FURNISHED RESOURCES
Notwithstanding the Contractor's responsibility for management during the performance
of this Contract, the assigned SPM shall be the principal point of contact on behalf of the
State and will be the principal point of contact for Contractor concerning Contractor's
performance under this Contract. The State will provide Contractor with reasonable
facilities (to the extent available) and timely access to data, information, and personnel of
the State.
Contractor shall make reasonable efforts to notify the SPM of meetings and conference
calls with HUD, Louisiana Recovery Authority, or other governmental agencies
concerning the implementation or operation of the Road Home Program. SPM and
Contractor will determine whether Contractor's participation in such meetings or
conference calls is appropriate. Additionally, Contractor shall make reasonable efforts to
provide SPM with copies of any correspondence or e-mails with HUD, Louisiana
Recovery Authority, or other governmental agencies concerning the implementation or
operation of the Road Home Program.
2.3 TAXES

Contractor is responsible for payment of all applicable taxes from the f h d s to be
received under this Contract. Contractor's federal tax identification number is 68055 1646.

3.0 COMPENSATION AND MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF CONTRACT
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1.8 Establish and maintain for the life of the contract a web-based Rebuilding
Professional Registry that provides applicants with contact information for the
following: architects, home inspectors, surveyors, renovation contractors,
homebuilders, manufactured and modular housing dealers, and lending
institutions offering Rebuilding Escrow Accounts.
1.9 Conduct at least five orientation meetings in different locations to familiarize
design and building professionals with the policies and procedures of the
program.
1.10 Conduct at least five one-day training sessions for home inspectors who are
willing to write biddable repair specifications and offer bidding and contract
management services to homeowners who receive assistance from the program.
Such sessions should be concluded with a written test to determine competency
of inspectors to perform such tasks. Home inspectors who pass the test will be
given a Certificate of Completion, which will be a requirement for each home
inspector who wishes to be listed in the Rebuilding Professional Registry.
Inspectors brought on by the contractor should have necessary training and be
able to write biddable specifications, which is a key and required deliverable of
the Contractor to the homeowners as well as inspections of these repairs
according to the bid specifications before payment is made to homeowner.
1.1 1 Conduct at least five training sessions of at least three hours each with
personnel of financial institutions that offer, or are willing to offer, Rebuilding
Escrow Accounts to owners that are part of the program. The training will cover
the standard terms and fees associated with escrow accounts that are approved
by the State as Rebuilding Escrow Accounts. (The State will encourage industry
associations to have developed these standard terms and fees before the
program is launched.)
1.12 Design and launch a public education and outreach campaign which will
begin within 10 working days after the start of the program and continue
actively for six months, for the purpose of encouraging all eligible homeowners
and qualified small rental property owners to apply for assistance. The outreach
campaign must reach out into national markets wherever there is a
concentration of displaced Louisiana citizens.
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1.13 Through a new website or subsidiary pages of an existing State website,
provide information about the programs (posting any major changes within two
working days) and automated application forms for both homeowners and small
rental property owners.
1.14 Make ready all paper forms and paper filing capacity for physical
recordkeeping, with necessary protections of privacy. Provide for an electronic
imaging system to scan and keep track of all docwnents related to each
application. Maintain a secure offsite location for storing all electronic files.
1 .I5 Develop, or where procedures have already been drafted by the State,
review, recommend modifications and approve the State's proposed methods
for verifying other sources of funds, processes for determining damage
assessment and value of homes, procedures for safeguarding assets and
managing assets, procedures for property disposition, procedures for mitigation
grants, procedures for affordable loans, methods for ensuring that titles are free
and clear, developing legal covenants, a process for monitoring compliance
with the agreed upon covenants, and processes for ensuring compliance with
NEPA and other laws to m h e r NEPA, Davis Bacon, etc..
1.I6 Make available senior managers of the offeror firm or subcontractor firms
for media interviews, meetings with federal officials, and other necessary
external meetings, each instance of which must be approved by a designated
representative of the State.
1.17 Begin taking hll applications from applicants that have pre-registered
through the state's call center and web site.
1.18 Begin evaluating eligibility, calculating assistance payments, and making
awards for a sample pilot program.
1.19. As necessary, sign memorandums of understanding in coordination with the
State with all relevant partners (FEMA, banks, private insurers, other federal
agencies, other state agencies etc.. .) to facilitate the transmission of necessary
data required for program implementation.
PH ASE 2(a) - FULL-SCALE OPERATION OF HOMEOWNER ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM
Take applications from homeowners via web forms, telephone and face-to-face
interviews.
2(a)l. Provide applicants with technical assistance from qualified Rebuilding
Advisors, who will advise owners on the following:
2(a)I .I. The implications of choosing the various options under the program.
2(a)1.2. How to understand and manage financial matters such as insurance
payments, FEMA payments, outstanding secured loans, liens, etc.
2(a)1.3. If the repair, replace or buyout/relocate options are selected, an initial
advisory session about the tasks involved for the owner will be conducted
addressing issues such as: how to avoid being defrauded, professional
design and survey services that may be required, how to identify services
providers and building contractors through the Rebuilding Professional
Registry, and how to manage engagements with those service providers
and contractors.
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Exhibit B
Start-up of Homeowner and Small Scale Rental Program
1. Prepare operational plan and cash flow projections in coordination with State to include
all processes included in the Scope of Services Section 1.1 and Section 1.15 to include
FEMA Hazard Mitigation funds.

Deliverable: Operational Plan for rental and home ownership programs will be due two
(2) weeks from the signature date of the contract. Cash Flow projections commencing
within four (4) weeks of contract signature on a bi-weekly basis.
2. Development of MIS system based on the agreed upon operational plan to include ail
items identified in the Scope of Services under Section 1.2 and 2(a).

Deliverable: MIS specifications shall be completed within two (2) weeks upon receipt of
the final draft modifications. Beta version of MIS system shall be brought on line
throughout the pilot for the Home Ownership program. Final and fully functional version
of the MIS system shall be ready at the end of 2 months after contract signature, Final
and fully functional version of the MIS system for the Rental Program shall be ready
within 120 days from contract signature. Certification that the MIS system meets internal
control requirements shall be provided at the start of Phase 2.
3. Establish Housing Assistance Centers for building advisors and staff in order to take and
process rental and homeowner applications. The Contractor shall consider mobile
outreach centers as appropriate to reach the displace homeowners.

Deliverable: Within ten (10) days of the contract signature date, the Contractor must
submit a plan on the locations and staffing of the Housing Assistance Centers. Within
sixty (60) days of the contract signature date, the Housing Assistance Centers are to
become operational.
4. Subcontractor contracts prepared and approved by the State. A minimum of 40% of
personnel must be hired including the staff of subcontractors. These personnel must
include one or more Mitigation Advisors that are experts in the implementation of hazard
mitigation methodologies and can advise homeowners that are confronted with mitigating
their structures.

Deliverable: Contracts submitted to State for approval within ten (10) days of contract
signature date. A listing of personnel hired should also be submitted with each contract.
An assurance that all subcontractors meet Section 14.0 of exhibit D in the S F 0 must be
submitted to the State at the same time.
5. Establish and maintain a web-based Rebuilding Professional Registry that provides
applicants with contact information on the professions listed in Section 1.8.
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Applicants for Louisiana's Road Home program surpass 100,000 mark
New Orleans CityBusiness (LA) - Wednesday, August 9, 2006
Author: CityBusiness Staff Report
More than 100,000 people have registered for aid through the state's Road Home program, Governor Kathleen Babineaux Blanco announced today. "I am
delighted with this response. It reflects the yearning of our citizens to access the assistance they need to return to their homes and communities. Let me
again take this opportunity to remind the thousands of additional citizens who have not registered that now is the time to pursue The Road Home by getting
in touch with us," said Governor Blanco.
Beginning this month, homeowners can apply to the Road Home program by going to www.road2LA.org or by calling 1-888-ROAD-2-LA (1-888-762-3252).
According to the program's objectives, homeowners who pre-registered for the Road Home will receive application materials in the mail and must submit
the application online or by mail. Those who did not pre-register may apply online or by calling 1-888-ROAD2LA to have an application sent to them. Once
an application has been submitted and reviewed, qualified homeowners will receive instructions by mail on how to schedule an appointment at one of the
Housing Assistance Centers in the state.
Beginning the week of Aug. 21, 10 such Housing Assistance Centers will open around the state, staffed by financial counselors who will help applicants
speed up the process of receiving aid.
According to a release from the Governor's office, homeowners will be asked to supply records about ownership, flood and homeowners' insurance,
mortgage balances, and estimates for rebuilding costs. The program is free, and no credit card information will be requested by Road Home counselors.
The Road Home is a recovery program initiated by Governor Blanco. It is the largest single housing recovery program in U.S. history. Through The Road
Home, eligible homeowners affected by Hurricane Rita or Katrina may receive up to $150,000 for uncompensated damages to return to their homes.
Index Terms: Government activity; News
Record Number: 185389
Copyright, 2006, New Orleans CityBusiness (LA)
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Drop deadlines, Road Home urged - Lawyers say plans too confusing to some
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Thursday, August 7, 2008
Author: David Hammer Staff writer
Legal assistance groups are calling on the state to rescind new Road Home deadlines, alleging they are discriminatory and will keep thousands of
homeowners from collecting the rebuilding money they have been trying for as long as two years to secure.
But state recovery chief Paul Rainwater said Wednesday the deadlines are necessary to unclog the final stages of the multibillion-dollar homeowner
compensation program and to figure out which of about 14,000 stalled applicants are still serious about collecting grants.
The Louisiana Recovery Authority recently established a Sept. 5 deadline for two groups of applicants. The first includes about 5,300 people who sold their
properties before the Road Home began in 2006. State officials decided days ago to reserve grant money for this group; they want such applicants to
provide more information and make it clear they still want the help.
The second group includes an estimated 7,700 applicants who may not have done their part to complete the grant process, often failing to establish legal
proof that they owned or lived in damaged properties at the time of Hurricanes Katrina or Rita.
For example, some applicants have been unwilling to go to Entergy to get a utility bill from the time of the storms because they have outstanding balances,
Rainwater said.
The LRA on Wednesday also imposed a new deadline on 2,822 applicants facing title, succession, power-of-attorney and mortgage problems, giving them
until Oct. 1 to resolve their legal issues or become ineligible for grants. Also, 505 applicants who, according to the state, "refuse to close" for other reasons
face the Oct. 1 deadline.
Two years after the Road Home program began, 116,009 homeowners have collected at least a part of their compensation grant, records show. Some
18,797 more have selected the type of grant they want and are still eligible but are waiting for a closing.
Rainwater said the deadlines don't affect anyone with an active appeal. He promised that his staff and the Road Home contractor's 1,500 employees will
carefully review each case affected by the deadlines and extend them for anyone actively pursuing proof of ownership or occupancy or with any other
reasonable explanation for their delays.
But lawyers from Southeast Louisiana Legal Services and Loyola University Law School worry that the Road Home's famously arcane rules are more to
blame for delays than anything the applicants are, or are not, doing. They also don't trust the program, which has had a reputation for ignoring advocates'
requests for documents, to fairly dole out extensions.
"Many clients will not understand the need to apply for extension, or even more importantly, how to explain their circumstances well enough to justify the
extension," legal advocates David Williams, Davida Finger and Bill Quigley wrote in a letter sent to Rainwater and Gov. Bobby Jindal this week.
They also said the deadlines will have an inordinate impact on minority, low-income, elderly and disabled applicants, and state lawyers are reviewing those
claims.
Rainwater said he is sensitive to the advocates' concerns and the public sense of distrust.
"I committed to 100 percent transparency and we're working towards that, but there are some issues that we'll never be able to solve and there's a history
here I never will be able to undo," he said. "So, we're sitting down and talking with people and trying to help them understand what went wrong in the
program. It's time to set realistic expectations of what this program can or can't do."
To that end, the state has started a series of outreach meetings to help applicants address specific obstacles to closing. The first was held Wednesday in
Houma, and 298 applicants received help, Rainwater said. The first of five meetings in the New Orleans area is scheduled for Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the University of New Orleans Lindy Boggs Conference Center. No pre-registration is required.
"This is an interactive process," Rainwater said. "The goal is not to drop people out of the program unnecessarily."
.......
David Hammer can be reached at dhammer@timespicayune.com or (504) 826-3322.
Section: METRO
Page: 01
Record Number: 423616734
Copyright, 2008, The Times-Picayune Publishing Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Used by NewsBank with Permission.
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Road Home deadlines are rescinded - Thousands of applicants have encountered technical obstacles
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Thursday, August 28, 2008
Author: David Hammer Staff writer
Thanks to a living room chat with a cancer-stricken 9th Ward resident and other recent face-to-face meetings with Road Home applicants or their
advocates, the state's recovery chief has agreed to rescind looming deadlines.
Louisiana Recovery Authority Director Paul Rainwater said individual encounters with beleaguered residents made him realize that Sept. 5 and Oct. 1
deadlines he imposed early in August -- ostensibly to compel Road Home applicants to provide missing documentation and resolve legal issues -- would end
up hurting too many people who have no control over the program's delays.
"I realized the legal pipe is not big enough to handle all of the people who would have been cut out by the deadlines," Rainwater said.
That means there's no longer an ultimatum hanging over the following groups of applicants: about 2,800 with legal, title, financial and power-of-attorney
issues; 2,700 who haven't been able to prove to the Road Home program that they owned their homes at the time of Hurricanes Katrina or Rita; 1,200 who
haven't proved occupancy at the time of the storms; 900 whose files are missing other documents, such as Social Security cards; and 5,400 who sold their
homes before the Road Home was launched and were recently made eligible for a grant.
Only one deadline will remain in place: a directive for about 3,000 applicants to select what kind of grant they want -- to rebuild their home or for a state
buyout of their property -- by sending in what's called the Benefit Option Selection Form. And that deadline, originally set for Sept. 5, will be pushed back to
Nov. 1, officials said.
More than 117,000 families have collected Road Home grants since the program began two years ago. About 15,000 other applicants have made it most
of the way through the process, but are still waiting for grant closings and are hung up for various reasons.
Legal advocate Davida Finger took Rainwater last weekend to meet one of them, an 80-year-old woman identified only as Ms. Annie. Sitting in Ms. Annie's
living room, Rainwater heard how the Road Home used a hand-scrawled Post-It note to inform the cancer patient that she needed a lawyer and something
called an heirship affidavit, a new directive that only confused her more.
"I was told I need a succession, then I was told I didn't, then they sent me a letter in the mail with a note, and it says, 'Get a lawyer.' Well, I can't afford a
lawyer," Finger recalled Ms. Annie saying.
Legal advocates say there are thousands more like her who can't afford a private lawyer. But Southeast Louisiana Legal Services, a legal-aid consortium
hired by the Road Home to help applicants through the process, has only enough financing to take care of about 550 cases by the end of the year, said
co-director Mark Moreau.
Moreau and others told Rainwater in a meeting Tuesday that the deadlines actually made it harder to get lawyers to handle unserved applicants because
they didn't leave enough time to handle the task -- "even if the lawyer has a heart of gold," Moreau said.
As soon as the state announced the deadlines earlier this month, groups such as the New Orleans Legal Assistance Center, Loyola Law Clinic, All
Congregations Together and Citizens Road Home Action Team complained that the deadlines were only exacerbating applicants' stress, just as the third
anniversary of Katrina was conjuring painful memories.
Still, Rainwater wouldn't say the deadlines were for naught.
He said they helped motivate 3,000 Road Home applicants to show up at a series of outreach sessions, where LRA, Office of Community Development and
Road Home agents from contractor ICF International were all available to work through issues. In all, 800 participants were able to advance in the
application process, Rainwater said.
"What I learned from (Ms. Annie) is we need a more individualized system," he said. "So, we're going to start doing outreach with smaller groups of folks,
and we're going to have attorneys there pushing people through."
Finger said she was glad she was able to help Rainwater come around on the deadlines. But she said rescinding them hasn't resolved issues that
applicants were facing with systemic legal problems and erroneous grant calculations.
"In reviewing files, we see mistake after mistake," she said.
.......
David Hammer can be reached at dhammer@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3322.
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ROAD HOME ENDING - In three years, ICF International chalked up hundreds of thousands of Road Home grants, but
thousands of frustrated clients, too
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Thursday, June 11, 2009
Author: David Hammer Staff writer
Three years after state officials hired a Virginia company to run the largest disaster recovery program in U.S. history, the Road Home can be seen as a
force for both ruin and rebuilding.
As ICF International's contract ends today, the company is generally reviled by Louisianians and essentially banned from new business with the state, but
walks away $900 million richer and holding lucrative contracts with governments across the country.
The program's slow start and poor initial performance torpedoed former Gov. Kathleen Blanco's political career, but because of that delay, the last year
has seen a burst of home-building that has buffered Louisiana from some national economic forces, something that hasn't hurt Blanco's successor, Gov.
Bobby Jindal.
And while sky-high expectations led to homeowner disappointment in the first two years after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the Road Home eventually came
through for most. It has paid more than 124,000 homeowners a total of $8.1 billion, with nine in 10 using the money to rebuild.
As angry as applicants were in 2006 and 2007, when they struggled with the program's onerous verification procedures and constantly changing rules as
well as the sinking realization that they couldn't count on politicians' promises, their attitudes in many cases mellowed by the time their grants finally started
to come in 2008.
The public's tacit approval for a program that was once so roundly despised could be seen this month at a federal trial involving Road Home fraud. In
questioning 50 prospective jurors, U.S. District Judge Sarah Vance asked if any of them got Road Home money and whether their experience would
prejudice them.
Twenty-seven people said they had collected grants. Only one said he had a negative experience that could affect his judgment at trial.
--- Series of hurdles --Three years ago, ICF signed a $756 million contract to run two Road Home programs: the homeowner effort and a small-rental repair program.
The agreement was the culmination of a year of wrangling between Baton Rouge and Washington, and the delay put Louisiana behind Mississippi in doling
out aid. But it was only the beginning of the struggle.
Blanco promised quick payments, but it took seven months to serve just 1 percent of those eligible. Homeowners complained that the program treated them
like criminals. Under pressure to move faster, the LRA started tinkering with eligibility rules.
Amid all that confusion, in March 2007, the federal government dropped a bombshell: The Road Home's process of paying homeowners in installments as
they completed repairs violated federal rules. As a result, grants were no longer tied to rebuilding.
Within days, Blanco announced she would not seek re-election.
Later that year, Louisiana succeeded in getting another $3 billion to cover shortfalls in the program. In December 2007, as Blanco's tenure wound down,
she quietly gave ICF a $156 million raise. When Jindal took office, he handed the reins to Paul Rainwater, who declared that the state had negotiated a bad
contract and ICF took advantage.
Since then, the state has withheld more than $14 million from ICF, claiming the firm failed to meet performance measures and charged the state for
unapproved overtime and attorneys fees.
"It's hard for me to say nice things about that corporation," Rainwater said.
For all the bad publicity and fines, ICF parlayed its Road Home experience into lucrative deals elsewhere. At the end of 2005, it held a total of $227 million
in contracts. It immediately quadrupled that by inking the Road Home deal, then went public a few months later. In the past year alone, it won more than
$500 million in contracts involving such agencies and programs as the National Institutes of Health, the Environmental Protection Agency and Head Start.
ICF spokeswoman Melissa Walker declined to comment on the complaints, but did offer a farewell.
"It has been our honor to serve Louisiana homeowners over the past three years," she said. "ICF has worked diligently, under the direction of the state, to
execute all policies of the program, and we continue to work closely with the state and their follow-on contractors to ensure a professional transition of the
program."
--- Grants being awarded --Nearly four years after the storm, the homeowner program has almost run its course. Rainwater said 1,200 to 2,000 applicants should get grants by the
end of the year, leaving just 510 applicants in appeals. About 4,000 others still need to prove eligibility.
But the small-rental program is another story. When it launched in March 2007, the state promised it would run more smoothly than the homeowner
program. It hasn't.
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It was supposed to ease rents by reimbursing landlords for more of their costs if they found low-income tenants and charged them less. It hasn't.
The goal was to help restore 18,000 units. More than two years later, it has financed about 1,500.
The program was doomed by a design flaw. It paid landlords only after repairs were complete. Most of the applicants were small-time property owners
who couldn't front the money. Commitment letters from Road Home did little to sway loan officers.
When Rainwater took over in 2008, just five applicants had been paid. Many landlords dropped out. ICF earned $42 million to pay out just $50 million.
Three months ago, ICF was replaced by ACS State & Local Solutions, and Louisiana agreed to make advance payments to applicants in need. In less than
three months, the program has paid to restore 500 units, a 50 percent increase over ICF's two-year total.
Rainwater regrets not making changes to the program earlier.
But even with a new contractor in place, applicants still face delays. More than 200 landlords are waiting for the new contractor to perform final inspections
so they can collect.
For them, the contractor's identity doesn't matter. Years of inaction with ICF at the helm is yesterday's news.
"All they can tell me is I'm on the list" for final inspection, said Firldeal Davis-Breure, who spent $250,000 fixing up the four-plex she and her husband own in
Mid-City. "Well, we just cannot afford to wait anymore. Two months is plenty enough time for that company to get itself together."
.......
David Hammer can be reached at dhammer@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3322.
Section: NATIONAL
Page: 01
Record Number: 424406531
Copyright, 2009, The Times-Picayune Publishing Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Used by NewsBank with Permission.
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LRA revises formula for Road Home benefits - Damage above 50% may mean 'totaled'
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Saturday, July 22, 2006
Author: Laura Maggi Capital bureau
BATON ROUGE -- As they begin to implement the state's much-anticipated Road Home program, the Louisiana
Recovery Authority and the contractor hired to manage it say they have tweaked the benefit packages in a way that
will give the owners of hurricane-damaged houses enough money to go home.
Homeowners will still be allowed to sell their houses to the state, relocate within Louisiana, rebuild on a lot from
scratch or repair damaged structures. But under changes agreed to by ICF International and the LRA, grant amounts
will be determined by the level of damage to a house, state officials said.
If a house is declared more than 50 percent damaged by local authorities and categorized as having "severe" damage
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the exact level of damage to the house will not figure into the grant
calculation.
Instead, the house will be considered totaled and the grant will be based on the pre-storm value of the home, minus
insurance and FEMA payments, up to a grant cap of $150,000, said Andy Kopplin, executive director of the recovery
authority. A technician will be sent to the house to double-check the parish damage estimate, he said.
A house with less than 50 percent damage will prompt an ICF inspection to estimate the cost of repairs. That
estimate, minus insurance and FEMA awards, would be used to determine the size of the grant, Kopplin said. All
grants are limited by the pre-storm value of a house and the $150,000 cap.
Realistic level of aid
Under the $7.5 billion program, owners inside a FEMA-determined flood plain who did not carry flood insurance will still
have their grant reduced by a 30 percent penalty. And the grant for homeowners who sell their houses to the LRA and
move out of state will still be set at only 60 percent of the pre-storm value of the property, with the maximum again set
at $150,000.
Kopplin said the changes to the grant calculations are based on conversations with ICF's staff as they try to determine
how to implement the policy guidelines approved by the recovery authority.
While ICF International does not expect to open housing centers across the state where homeowners will submit their
applications until the end of August, a pilot office recently opened in Baton Rouge to test the system, using 400
randomly selected homeowners.
Walter Leger, who heads up the recovery authority's housing task force, said the latest incarnation of the program
offers people a realistic level of assistance.
"We have always said from day one that we wanted to calculate the amount of money to repair a house," he said. For
example, Leger said owners of a house flooded to the rooftop will likely need money equivalent to its pre-storm value
to pay for repairs or rebuild, even if local officials estimated the damage at 80 percent.
Leger said estimating repair costs also is a more homeowner-friendly way of dealing with less-damaged structures.
The previous method of determining the grant amount called for multiplying the damage percentage by the pre-storm
value of the house, and then subtracting various payments already received by the homeowner. The inspection method
will provide homeowners with a quality estimate to give to a contractor, he said.
'Moderate' costs are base
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Bob Santucci, ICF's program manager in charge of the inspection process, said the company intends to employ three
levels of inspectors: those internally trained to inspect houses; people who have inspection experience, perhaps with
insurance companies; and inspectors trained as engineers or with other extensive higher education. There are currently
12 of the top-tier inspectors evaluating houses for the pilot program, Santucci said, while the less-experienced staff
should be used more as the program gets off the ground.
The home evaluations will be based on a database of cost estimates tailored to "hurricane recovery situations" and the
local parish, Santucci said. All of the estimates will also include a 10 percent contingency figure to cover unforeseen
costs.
Prices will be based on "moderate" costs of replacing household components.
Santucci said the inspectors also will estimate the cost of elevating houses, as the LRA will require houses with more
than 50 percent damage to meet new FEMA advisory base flood elevations. The recovery authority has indicated it
would provide elevation assistance for less-damaged houses if it is cost-effective to raise them.
Advisers to help
Once completed, the evaluation will be sent to a homeowner's housing adviser, who will determine the grant amount,
figuring in the insurance and other payments. The advisers also will be expected to help families figure out whether it
makes more sense to rebuild or relocate, based on how much money they will be receiving, Santucci said.
Mike Byrne, the chief program executive of the Road Home program for ICF, said the company wants to open a call
center to offer homeowners guidance on their options before the housing assistance centers open at the end of
August.
The call center will be responsible for calling those who have registered for the program to set up appointments to
meet with advisers.
According to deadlines set by the state, ICF has five months to get all of the initial applications completed. While the
company "is trying to be creative," Byrne acknowledged that it could be "some months" before some homeowners can
submit their applications. Officials believe it will take six to eight weeks to process standard applications and longer for
those with title or other documentation problems.
Homeowners can make their initial registrations for the Road Home program by calling a 24-hour toll-free hotline at
(888) 762-3252, or online at www.louisianarebuilds.info.
.......
Laura Maggi can be reached at lmaggi@timespicayune.com or (225) 342-5590.
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N.O. residents have concerns about LRA plan
Advocate, The (Baton Rouge, LA) - Thursday, April 13, 2006
Author: JOE GYAN JR., New Orleans bureau
NEW ORLEANS - A plan drafted by Gov. Kathleen Blanco's Louisiana Recovery Authority to help storm victims repair, rebuild or sell houses damaged or
destroyed by hurricanes Katrina and Rita is dubbed "The Road Home," but displaced eastern New Orleanian Doris Paige said Wednesday she sees no
map on the horizon.
"Right now I'm at a blockade because the road home hasn't been built yet," Paige, who is living with a nephew in LaPlace, said at an LRA-hosted
open-house meeting at the New Orleans Center for the Creative Arts.
A similar open house sponsored by the LRA was held Wednesday in Lake Charles.
Paige, whose home in the Pine Village subdivision near the eastern New Orleans lakefront took on 9½ feet of water during Katrina, wants to return to her
neighborhood.
"I'm ready to rebuild, but I'm on hold because where is the money coming from, how much money will I get?" she said. "Give me the grants so I can start
rebuilding."
The $7.5 billion LRA housing plan would limit individual aid to $150,000, minus insurance payments and federal government assistance.
Several New Orleans residents' organizations said Wednesday in a written statement that the plan "as is" will not give residents their city back.
"It undermines the right to return by denying residents access to the resources needed to rebuild their lives," the Lower 9th Ward Homeowner's
Association, New Orleans Survivor Council and other local residents' groups said in the statement. "The state plan reduces grant amounts by insurance
proceeds received, although many homeowners used these funds to pay their mortgages in the aftermath of the storm."
The state is scheduled to receive $6.2 billion in federal Community Development Block Grants approved by Congress late last year, but Blanco wants to
wait until federal lawmakers make a decision on an additional $4.2 billion in aid before she starts spending money - meaning it will be at least late summer
before homeowners get help from the state.
So for now, Paige said she will continue to "wait and see."
"I don't see (a road home) at this point, but I'm hopeful," she said. "I want to come home. I don't want to go nowhere else and break in a new home."
Blanco, who stopped by the New Orleans open house before heading to Lake Charles, said the road home has been "very difficult."
"It's been a tough battle. The road home is not paved in gold," she said. "It's a rocky road."
Blanco said she was looking for positive feedback on the housing plan, but message boards for residents to post their comments were littered with
numerous negative remarks. One board that asked what residents liked most about the plan contained the remark, "As an insured homeowner, NOT
MUCH!" Another resident wrote, "At this point, not anything." Still another wrote simply, "It's a plan." And another said, "At least somebody is doing
something FINALLY."
A board that asked what was least liked about the plan contained these comments: "Too complicated of a program," "Penalizing homeowners with
insurance" and "No questions answered." A board that asked how to improve the plan attracted this remark: "A house without furniture is not a home. It's a
cave."
Another board where homeowners could place green dots to indicate whether they plan to repair, rebuild, relocate or sell lured an equally large number of
dots in the repair and rebuild sections, far more than the relocate or sell sections.
Jackie Miller, whose home in the Gentilly area of New Orleans was ravaged by 8 feet of flood water when the London Avenue Canal breached, is renting a
house for $900 a month in Evans, Ga., a suburb of Augusta.
"I would like to rebuild, but I haven't quite figured out if we can afford it," she said at the open house.
Miller said she was unable to find out at the meeting what her home's all-important pre-Katrina value was.
"They haven't determined it yet - how they're going to determine pre-Katrina value," she said. "I need a starting number. I have the exact same questions I
came with because they don't know, what is my house worth."
Miller said her house appraised for $185,000 in 2003. She received a $133,000 flood insurance check after Katrina and a $9,000 homeowner's insurance
check.
"You don't have enough to rebuild," she said.
"It's going to be at least another year before I can even consider rebuilding," Miller added.
The public has until Monday to comment on the housing proposal, which was unveiled in February. Residents can view the plan and comment on it at the
Web site: www.LouisianaRebuilds.info.
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The Legislature and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development have final approval of the plan, which includes a blueprint for rebuilding rental
property in addition to the homeowner proposal. HUD has final approval on all of the state's proposals to spend federal Community Development Block
Grants.
The homeowner proposal offers insured homeowners and those who were flooded outside the flood plain up to $150,000 - less insurance proceeds and
Federal Emergency Management Agency awards - to help them repair or tear down a house and rebuild in place, as well as to relocate within the state.
People who want to leave the state would be limited to a buyout worth 60 percent of their house's pre-storm value. Homeowners who lived inside the flood
plain and did not have flood insurance would have to take a 30 percent reduction on their grant package, but state officials have stressed that affordable
loans would be available to ensure those families can rebuild.
In terms of rental properties, the state wants to create affordable rental units through $1.7 billion in low-income tax credits and $1.5 billion in funding.
The rental plan focuses on landlords who owned 10 or fewer units, which characterizes the majority of landlords in New Orleans. The state wants to offer
no-interest loans with the amount determined by the level of rent a landlord plans to charge.
Property owners who agree to charge the lowest rents would be eligible for up to $75,000 per unit. The next tier would be up to $50,000 per unit, and the
final tier would be up to $25,000 per unit.
"The funding is insufficient to replace the stock of rental housing needed to permit most residents to return," the statement from the residents' organizations
said.
The hurricanes destroyed or severely damaged 123,000 owner-occupied homes and 82,000 rental properties.
Blanco has committed $7.5 billion in federal funds to the homeowner assistance program and more than $1.6 billion for rental reinvestment. Unless
Congress approves the additional $4.2 billion in aid, only homeowners outside the flood plain or those who live on low incomes might be eligible for
assistance.
Under the housing portion of the plan, state or local authorities might limit or ban rebuilding in areas where a "high proportion" of homeowners choose not to
return. That would allow the state to drive decisions on which neighborhoods to raze.
The plan does not define "high proportion." LRA executive director Andy Kopplin has said he thinks people should be allowed to rebuild unless about 80 to
90 percent of homeowners in their area want to move.
"Instead of allowing residents in the most impacted communities who are receiving the least resources to participate in the program by their choice, the
state's proposal allows the state or city to declare entire communities to be non-viable and then deny residents in those areas assistance to rebuild," the
statement from the local residents' groups said.
So far, about 65,000 people have pre-registered for the state's housing plan. Of the 15,000 who registered through the Internet, 59 percent said they want
to repair their damaged homes, 15 percent want to rebuild, another 15 percent are undecided, and the remaining 11 percent want the state to buy their
property.
Telephone registrations also are being accepted. The number is (888) 762-3252. Residents also could register at the open houses.
"Please register," Blanco requested.
The local residents' groups also criticized the housing plan's open houses in New Orleans and Lake Charles and the plan's 10-day public comment period,
which began last Thursday.
"To only have two days of hearings devoted to the plan for allocation of the biggest chunk of money towards disaster relief to date is unconscionable," the
organizations' statement said. "Moreover, to only have a public commenting period of ten calendar days ... works to deny poor and black people a voice or
input."
"A plan about us, without us, is not for us," the groups added.
Caption: Color photos (by Liz Condo): James and Sandra Lewis, who own a home in the Gentilly neighborhood of New Orleans, said Wednesday they
have gutted the flood-damaged first floor, which they rented before Hurricane Katrina. The Lewises, who lived on the second floor, were attending a
meeting sponsored by the Louisiana Recovery Authority. Sandra Lewis said she is worried that the current proposed LRA plan will punish them because
they have insurance.; Jackie Miller of Gentilly writes her comments on the Louisiana Recovery Authority's proposed housing plan during a meeting
Wednesday in New Orleans.
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LSU WOMEN WIN COURT RULING - DECISION UPHELD THAT UNIVERSITY
DISCRIMINATED
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Friday, June 2, 2000
Author: Derrick Goold Staff writer
BATON ROUGE
In response to LSU attorneys' request for rehearing, a federal appeals court affirmed Thursday its January decision
that the university had intentionally discriminated against female athletes and that the plaintiffs and perhaps more
students could seek monetary damages.
The U.S. 5th Circuit Court of Appeals' three-judge panel changed little of its original, unanimous opinion that was
released Jan. 27. Thursday's opinion, also written by Justice Carl E. Stewart, repeated that the LSU athletic
department's "outdated attitudes about women amply demonstrate intention to discriminate" and a clear violation of
Title IX in this 6- year-old case.
"It sounds very familiar to the original," said Atlanta-based attorney Nancy Rafuse, who represents the five LSU
students who sued the school in 1994 for not being in compliance with Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendment Act
that requires equal access to athletics.
"Obviously, I wanted to see that the intent finding held. Guess we'll be going back to the district court," Rafuse said.
The circuit court upheld its reversal of U.S. District Judge Rebecca Doherty's decision that LSU's violations were not
intentional. The circuit court's finding that LSU "persisted in a systematic, intentional, differential treatment of women"
opens the way for the plaintiffs -- three soccer players and two softball players -- to seek unlimited monetary
damages.
Because of the ruling, the plaintiffs could be joined by an undetermined number of other students in a class-action
lawsuit against LSU. Regardless of the class action's status, the five plaintiffs will seek damages, Rafuse said.
The appeals court decision will be sent back to Doherty and the district court for the certification of such a class. The
appeals court ruled that the plaintiffs had proved that the students affected by LSU's intentional discrimination were too
numerous to be included name by name.
LSU attorney Shelby McKenzie said the university did not have an official statement as of Thursday evening.
Since the case was first filed in 1994, LSU has added women's soccer and softball, which recently held an NCAA
regional on the Baton Rouge campus. Guided by Doherty's decision, the university established a compliance plan and
had to make several reports to the district judge.
After January's decision, the university's attorneys filed a request in early February for rehearing. They asked the
appeals court to reconsider its ruling on two primary issues -- the university's immunity from paying damages under the
11th Amendment and the university's claim that discrimination was not intentional.
The circuit court denied LSU attorneys' request for a hearing concerning the state sovereignty clauses in the U.S.
Constitution, which protects a state from being sued by a citizen in federal court. LSU attorneys argued that the
university was an extension of the state and therefore protected by this amendment. The circuit court ruled that LSU
had waived such immunity by accepting federal funds.
The request for rehearing exhausted LSU's appeal at this level, the final judicial step before the Supreme Court.
Section: SPORTS
Page: D3
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LSU grades case likely to stay in federal court
The Advocate (Baton Rouge, La.) - Thursday, July 11, 2002
Author: BRETT BARROUQUERE
Two lawsuits related to allegations that teachers were pressured to change LSU football players' grades seem likely
to stay in federal court.
A U.S. Supreme Court decision issued in a Georgia case in May is the reason.
The high court ruled that, if a state voluntarily moves a lawsuit to federal court from state court, it essentially waives its
guaranty of immunity from suit in federal court.
The ruling came in the case of a Kennesaw State University assistant professor who sued the school in March 2000.
Paul D. Lapides, the teacher in question, accused the school of defaming him and violating his civil rights when it
launched an investigation into what he called baseless allegations of sexual harassment.
The Supreme Court didn't address the merits of Lapides' claims, only the issue of whether the university could have the
case heard in federal court.
The high court, in a nutshell, said state agencies can't have it both ways by moving a suit to federal court, then claiming
immunity from being sued there under the 11th Amendment.
Under the 11th Amendment to the Constitution, a state cannot be sued in federal court without its permission.
By moving a case to federal court, a state gave itself a better chance of having the lawsuit dismissed.
Many lawsuits against the state moved to U.S. District Court in Baton Rouge have been dismissed or the plaintiffs have
had to get by an attempt to dismiss the state as a defendant under that clause.
Right now, the legal battle in the LSU cases is over which court will hear the suits.
Two teachers, kinesiology instructor Tiffany Mayne and former kinesiology graduate student Caroline Owen, sued the
university separately in 19th Judicial District Court in Baton Rouge.
Owen was a graduate assistant at the school and seeking a master's degree in kinesiology. Mayne was a full-time and
part-time kinesiology instructor at LSU for about 10 years before leaving the school.
Both claim they were pressured into changing players' grades and hiding academic misconduct during the 2000-2001
school year to keep players eligible for the 2000 Peach Bowl.
The university has denied the allegations and says it is investigating the academic fraud claims.
The university moved both cases to U.S. District Court in Baton Rouge, claiming the allegations in the lawsuit are
questions of federal law and should be heard there.
Aidan Reynolds, the attorney for Owens and Mayne, immediately sought to return the cases to state court, saying LSU
and its attorneys were not authorized to waive the state's 11th Amendment immunity.
Reynolds' motion for remand says, "The Eleventh Amendment is a jurisdictional bar to suit in federal court absent a
valid and express waiver of immunity."LSU contends that, with or without the Supreme Court decision, the case can
and should be heard in federal court.
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A state law allows a state agency, such as the university, to move cases into federal court without a formal, written
waiver of immunity, wrote Jennifer Siglar, an attorney for LSU.
"The state is afforded the flexibility to look to a federal forum on its own initiative," Siglar wrote in a motion to keep the
case in federal court.
U.S. Magistrate Stephen Riedlinger, ruling in Owen's case, said Siglar is right - the state has the right to move the
case to federal court and the Supreme Court's decision in May undercuts Reynolds' argument that the state can then
claim immunity.
Riedlinger's decision still must be approved by U.S. District Judge Ralph Tyson, and Reynolds will get a chance to
object to it.
Given that the allegations and law in Mayne's case are similar to those in Owen's, Riedlinger might well issue the same
ruling again.
And that would be enough to give LSU a pair of courtroom victories early in the legal game.
Brett Barrouquere covers federal court for The Advocate.
Edition: The Baton Rouge Advocate
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U.S. agency foots contractor legal bills
The Advocate (Baton Rouge, La.) - Tuesday, December 30, 2003
Author: PETE YOST
WASHINGTON - The Energy Department spent $330 million in taxpayer money to reimburse its private contractors for
legal bills during a 51/2-year span, including for lawsuits they lost and settlements of sexual harassment and whistleblower allegations, congressional investigators reported Monday.
The department said the reimbursements were legal and it scrutinizes each legal bill before deciding to pay.
A key congressman said the reimbursements amount to a "get-out-of-court free" card for contractors who engage in
wrongdoing.
"When a contractor for the DOE gets sued, 95 percent of the time its legal fees and settlement costs get reimbursed
by the federal government," said Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., a member of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee.
The Energy Department is somewhat unique among federal agencies because private contractors run so many of its
facilities, including national defense labs and former sites where nuclear weapons production activity took place.
The department's reimbursements came in 1,895 cases from late 1997 through March, according to a report released
by the General Accounting Office.
There were 814 cases involving workers' compensation, 268 on equal employment opportunity, 100 from whistleblowers, 99 stemming from personal injury, 50 on wrongful termination of employment, 40 on radiation and different
types of toxicity and 524 on other matters, the GAO said.
Of those, 563 cases are pending, including 290 on workers' compensation and 56 on equal employment opportunity,
the investigators reported.
The University of California is one of the department's contractors, operating three labs including the one at Los
Alamos, N.M.
Drawing fire from Markey, UC has in some cases invoked the 11th Amendment providing for state immunity from
lawsuit by a private party in federal court.
"UC identified eight out of about 35 federal cases where it invoked immunity," the GAO report stated.
"Two were dismissed without further litigation because of this argument."
"Officials at the University of California estimated that the university, in its role as a DOE contractor, has asserted
other immunity-related defenses in at least 62 of about 137 cases, predominantly to defend against punitive damages,"
the GAO said.
Markey said underwriting the costs of defending against lawsuits provides little incentive for Energy Department
contractors to act within the law.
Markey said one case of contractor reimbursement involved a $1 million jury award to a woman who sued Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory for wrongful termination.
Edition: The Baton Rouge Advocate
Section: News
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ICF International 2006 Annual Report
Message from the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
I

i

On behalf of ICF International and our staff of more than 2,000 employees worldwide, I am pleased to present
our first annual report as a public company.
This has been a very exciting period for our company, and we look forward to taking full advantage of
opportunities to leverage the extenswe domain expertise that ICF has developed over the past 38 years. In
particular, we believe that our company is well positioned to benefit from what we believe to be the most
favorable market trends the company has seen in many years, including:

-

growing global interesr in climate change issues and methods to reduce carbon emissions
continued growth in U.5. federal and state efforls to improve homeJand security
chalEenges of developing and implementing health care solutions
increasing U.5. federal interest in establishing and maintaining information clearinghouses in
government and industry

significant requirements for human capital and business transformation services in U.5, government agencies
In order to address these and other significant market opportunities, we have moved forward with strategic
and financial plans that we believe give ICF important competitive advantages.
OUR STRATEGY:
ICF is executing a two-pronged growth plan. The cornerstone of our strategy is t o accelerate our organic
growth by winning larger enterprise-wide assignments and t o use our valuable business development dollars
more efficiently and effectively. We already have begun this effort by providing end-to-end solutions to our
customers. Thrs means that we will work on solving client problems all the way from developing the advisory
framework for the solution, to implementing our recommendations, and then improving upon the solution
as we get the results. We intend to continue to leverage our strong client relationships a t the advisory level
to win additional long-term, enterprise-wide implementation assignments. This strategy has served IC F well.
In mid-2006, ICF won The Road Home Program contract in Louisiana-the largest award in the firm's history.

The second component of our strategy is to expand and strengthen the breadth and depjh of ICF's
professional services by acquiring businesses that are highly regarded in markets we understand. In 2006,
we successfully completed integrating two acquisitions from 2005-Synergy, Inc., and Caliber Associates,
Inc. Synergy added significantly to our presence in the U.S. Air Force, and Caliber gave us a substantial
footprint in the US. Department of Health and Human Services, U.S. Department of Education, and U.S.
Department of Justice. Although ICF was active in these markets, the Synergy and Caliber acquisitions
expanded our presence in these US, government agencies. Last year, we negotiated two small ye1 strategic
acquisitions that were completed in January 2007. The first, Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc.,
specializes in energy market analyses and environmental advisory services, especially global natural gas
markets, complementing our existing commercial and governmental offerings. The second, Advanced
Performance Consulting Group, provides specialized services in strategic planning to U.S. government
agencies and enhances our end-to-end solution offerings.
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FINANCIAL STRUCTURE:
Over the past year, we have grown our business significantly and increased profitability. fCF's fully diluted
earnings per share increased from 9-21 in 2005 to $1.1 0 in 2006. Our revenues rose from $1 77 million
in 2005 to $331 million in 2006, and we generated $1 7.5 million in cash from operations. The company
successfully concluded an initial public offering of our stock, which began trading on the NASDAQ national
market on September 28, 2006, under the symbol "ICFI." We raised aggregate proceeds of $46.4 million
net of expenses by offering 4,359,948 shares, including an overallotment option of 700,500 shares that
was exercised. These resources, together with the cash generated from the business, enabled us to repay
our debt in full by the end of 2006 and retain substantial financial capacity for investment and potential
acquisitions.

OUR EMPLOYEES:
ICF's success has been due largely to the unwavering commitment and extraordinary dedication of our
employees to do an outstanding job for clients. In turn, the company's commitment to its employees and
its reputation as a great place to work continue to be reflected in our relatively low turnover of personnel,
the except~onajlylong tenure of our senlor staff, and our ability to attract and recruit the best and the
brightest talent from outside the firm. In fact, in a 2006 Consulting Magazine survey of "The 10 Best Firms
to Work For, " ICF placed in the top 10 in three categories. In addition, ICF was honored by Environmental
Finance magazine in 2006 as the Best Carbon Advisory Company in three categories: European Union
Emissions Trading Scheme, North American Greenhouse Gas Market, and Kyoto Project Cred~ts.

CONTRACT AWARDS:
ICF3 12 largest contract wins in 2006 have an aggregate value of close to $1 billion over their contract life.
They Include:
The three-phase Louisiana Housing Management Services contract valued at up to $756 million
over three years. After a four-month start-up phase in which statewide housing centers and a pilot
program were established, ICF and its team of more than 20 companies moved into the production
phase of this contract in October 2006.
A $45 million contract with the U.S. Department of justice, Office of Justice Programs, to help
strengthen the capacity of federal, state, and local programs t o prevent delinquency and support
victims of crime.

A $32 million contract with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA} to manage the
Environmental Services Assistance Team program providing on-site analytical support at EPA's
Regional Laboratory in Richmond, California.
a

A $31 million contract with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Sewices (HHS), Administration
on Children, Youth, and Families, t o further develop and manage Children's Bureau information
clearinghouse services in the areas of child abuse and neglect, child welfare, and adoption.
A $20 million contract, also with HHS, to contlnue to develop the National Child Care lnformatlon
and Technical Assistance Center, dedicated to enhancing the quality, affordability, and availability of
child care for all families.
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A $1 6.5 million contract with the EPA, Office of Solid Waste, to provide technical, outreach, and
voluntary program support regarding hazardous, industrial, municipal, and special wastes.

I

I

I

* A $14 mllion contract to contlnue our 15-year support of the E M ENERGY STAR' program. ICF provldes
technical and analytical support to the labeling and residential aspects of the program to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by identifying and labeling energy-efficient produds in the marketplace.

I

An $11.5 million subcontract to The Pennsylvania Stare University to establish a mid-Atlantlc
regional laboratory for research into best educational practices and to coordinate all 10 regional
labs for the U.S. Department of Education.

!

I

Four additional contracts with EPA valued a t $40 million for programs designed to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions for cleaner air, assist in mitigating the air pollution from motor vehicles,
enhance environmental stewardship across all industrial sectors, and support EPA's siratospheric
ozone protection initiatives.

!

In addition to these larger contracts, we also secured numerous smaller multirnil!lon dollar contracts
that we believe are strategically significant and reaffirm our leadership in important growth markets. For
example, we were awarded:
A contract to serve as a manager of the new Multilateral Carbon Credit Fund launched by the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the European Investment Bank. During
this new seven-year contract, ICF will help develop a portfolio of carbon credit projects. This win
continues t o demonstrate our leadership in carbon management and global climate change issues.

*

The first $2 million task order under a new HHS blanket purchase agreement to support the
expansion of department capabilities in public health and medical response operations.
A contract worth up to $2.5 million with the U.5. Department of Homeland Security, Transportation
Security Administration, for the Registered Traveler Program, to document and establish program
standards.

OUR FUTURE:
As we move forward, ICF will continue to address many of the most important challenges of our timehelping clients develop new approaches to energy supply and demand issues on a global basis; tackling the
impact of global climate change and implementing carbon trading solutions; addressing the increased demand
for human and social services in an era of a n aging U.5, federal workforce and increased budget constraints;
and enhancing the homeland security of the United States and its allies. We are confident that these markets
will provide growth opportunities for the right firms, and that ICF is one of those firms. Our employees have
the passion and expertise to tackle these complex issues and deliver the results that our clients demand.
I look forward to keeping you apprised of our progress,

I'

Sudhakar Kesavan

I
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State blasts Road Home firm - But top exec defends ICF's performance
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Sunday, December 24, 2006
Author: Jeffrey Meitrodt Staff Writer
On June 23, less than two weeks after ICF Emergency Management Services signed a deal to run the state's Road
Home program, the state administrator in charge of overseeing the company's work blasted the contractor for
repeatedly ignoring her requests for information on an urgent mortgage issue.
"This program can't afford this kind of management," Suzie Elkins, director of the state's Office of Community
Development, said in an e-mail to ICF executive Anita Rechler. "People want to get in their homes and without
resolving these issues, they can't. I know that you are very busy but ICF has to understand that this is a big project
and that we need expert people working with us on solving these issues NOW."
Though Elkins finally heard back from the company that day, her e-mail offers early evidence that discontent over ICF's
performance long preceded the firestorm that last week prompted legislators to vote for the company's removal.
Indeed, state officials have been complaining for months about handling of the Road Home program, the gist of their
criticism being that the company doesn't understand the urgency of the situation.
While more than 90,000 homeowners have applied for a Road Home grant in the past four months, as of last Thursday
just 94 families had received money. ICF has until July to complete the awards process.
Tempers reached full boil on Dec. 15, when the state House of Representatives voted 97-1 to approve a resolution
demanding that Gov. Kathleen Blanco cancel ICF's three-year, $756 million contract. Lawmakers repeatedly
questioned the company's competence, while the bill's sponsor, Rep. J.P. Morrell, D-New Orleans, called ICF's
performance "morally reprehensible."
"In Lakeview, in Gentilly, in the 9th Ward, this is a road to nowhere," said Rep. Peppi Bruneau, R-New Orleans, who
spoke in favor of the measure.
An angry governor
Though Blanco quickly rejected calls for the company's ouster, one of her top administrators said late last week that
the governor remains dissatisfied with ICF's performance and is pressuring the company to hire more workers and
speed things up.
"They have always failed to understand the magnitude of this undertaking or commit the amount of resources they
need to get the job done," said Sam Jones, deputy director of the Governor's Office of Community Programs.
ICF Senior Vice President Mike Byrne, who runs the Road Home program, disputes the idea that he or his staff are
failing to fulfill their mission or pinching pennies to fatten their fees.
Though Byrne acknowledges that the company had to beef up hiring in certain areas to solve bottlenecks, he said ICF
deserves credit for being so quick to implement course corrections in what are basically uncharted waters.
"We have created a learning organization," Byrne said. "We have done things that haven't been perfectly smart and
maybe we've alienated some people, but we've changed those things. We're asking people to give us a second
chance."
ICF is hardly new to government work, however. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of ICF International, a
consulting company in Fairfax, Va., that has gotten 72 percent of its work in recent years from federal agencies,
including the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
But the company has never tackled a job as complicated as Louisiana's recovery from the twin hurricanes of 2005.
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Typical contracts, according to the company's public filings, involved work such as conducting training exercises and
drills each year to test emergency preparedness in regions with nuclear power plants. The company also implemented
an energy efficiency system for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and helped create an electronic
procurement system for the Department of Defense.
ICF has previous disaster experience, but not at this level. For instance, ICF was hired to help local officials in Grand
Forks, N.D., come up with a recovery strategy after a flood swamped the city in 1997. It also collaborated on
community housing plans after Hurricane Charley struck Florida in 2004.
The best choice for job?
But like much of the company's work, those jobs were consulting contracts that didn't require major hiring efforts.
Despite the company's lack of experience in handing out disaster relief, ICF's proposal to run the Road Home program
easily topped its competitors when the state ranked the bids early this year.
Part of the attraction was the experience level of the company's subcontractors, which are expected to handle 50 to
65 percent of the work, public filings show. To physically set up 10 housing assistance centers, which is where
hurricane victims go to complete their applications, the company hired Shaw Environmental and Infrastructure, a Baton
Rouge company that already had 20 prime contracts for emergency, rapid-response and housing work.
Quadel Consulting, described in ICF'S proposal as the nation's largest housing management firm, was brought in to
recruit and train staff for the housing assistance centers.
Other companies were hired to do everything from housing inspections to title searches. Altogether, the company has
hired more than a dozen subcontractors.
In its proposal, ICF boasted that those subs would provide the kind of "surge capacity" that would enable the company
to quickly process applications and get relief to weary homeowners.
But ICF, which raised $49 million in October through a public stock offering, struck a different note in recent filings with
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
"Effectively organizing and managing this number of subcontractors, particularly during the first phase of the contract,
will be challenging," ICF said in a Sept. 28 filing.
In fact, ICF said, the entire contract is fraught with risks, and there is no guarantee that it will ultimately be profitable
for the company, even though it will represent the largest piece of work in ICF's portfolio for the next three years.
Though the contract is believed to be the largest nonconstruction-related contract ever awarded in Louisiana, Byrne
said the company's fees will probably work out to no more than 3 percent to 4 percent of the $756 million contract, or
about $30 million. Most of the money will be funneled to subcontractors or used to cover other costs, such as leasing
real estate and paying salaries, he said.
"Any adverse publicity surrounding this contract could damage our reputation and our ability to win future assignments,"
the company said in the September filing.
Big executive bonuses
So far, however, the contract has been very good for ICF. After the company went public, it distributed $2.7 million in
one-time bonuses to 30 of its top managers. Byrne said he was not one of the recipients, but he declined to reveal his
salary or say what any other executives in charge of the Road Home contract are making.
"It is private information and we won't disclose that," ICF spokeswoman Gentry Brann said. "It wouldn't be fair to the
employees."
According to ICF'S most recent securities filing, the Road Home contract, which contributed $55 million in revenue in
the third quarter, was largely responsible for boosting quarterly revenue 73 percent. Profits more than doubled, from
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$1.2 million to nearly $3 million.
Byrne said the company, which was paid a total of $66 million through Dec. 5, is working hard for its money.
"There is a sense of urgency," Byrne said. "None of us are working 9 to 5. We're all working seven days a week."
To state officials, Byrne seemed like the perfect person to run the Road Home program for ICF. A former New York
City fireman, Byrne joined FEMA in 1999 and served as the Federal Emergency Management Agency's operations
chief at Ground Zero following the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11. In ICF's proposal, the company said Byrne was
"directly responsible" for overseeing the delivery of $2 billion in public assistance in the first two months after the
attacks.
While Byrne was at FEMA, ICF said, he led the federal response to Hurricane Lenny, a storm that killed 17 people and
caused more than $300 million in damage to U.S. territories in the northeastern Caribbean in 1999. While supervising
the recovery, Byrne "reduced disaster fund processing from the normal six months to six weeks," ICF said.
Byrne said his experience in those disasters taught him that failure is not an option.
"Things didn't always go well in the beginning, but they always worked out," Byrne said. "I didn't fail then and I don't
intend to fail now."
For the present, Byrne's job seems safe. Despite the state's dissatisfaction with ICF'S performance, Jones said it
would be a big mistake to try to change contractors. At a minimum, he said, it would delay the delivery of relief to
homeowners by another three to four months.
"Does anybody want this process to come to a screeching halt and rebuild this or transfer the records to another
company at this stage of the game? That is just not practical," Jones said. "You just have to make them do what
they're supposed to do and make them do it faster."
Understaffed
Jones, who was mayor of Franklin for 22 years before joining the Blanco administration two years ago, has been one
of the company's leading critics, based on a review of hundreds of e-mails released recently by state officials in
response to public record requests from The Times-Picayune.
His main concern has been the company's willingness to hire enough people to manage the process. At every stage,
Jones said, staffing levels were inadequate until state officials complained.
"When you have a catastrophe of this magnitude, you pump in as many resources as you can," said Jones, who was
mayor when three hurricanes struck Franklin. "You want to overfill your needs because the alternative is underfilling
and leaving people stranded. That is what we keep telling ICF."
But too often, Jones said, ICF underestimates its manpower needs. He said that became obvious quickly, when
residents were told they would have to wait as long as two months to book an initial appointment with an adviser at an
ICF housing assistance center. No work can be done on an application until such a face-to-face meeting takes place.
Initially, ICF and its subcontractors hired just 250 advisers for its 10 centers in Louisiana. It added another 150 as
applicants swelled to about 90,000, but a third of them are still waiting for a first interview.
A recent progress report showed applicants were waiting 56 days to see a housing adviser in Jefferson Parish, though
company officials claim the wait has now dropped to about a week.
By not having enough advisers, ICF was unable to reach its goal of conducting 1,000 initial interviews per day by Oct.
31, Jones said. That goal wasn't reached until Nov. 16, records show.
Another problem involved the Road Home's call center, where residents can schedule an appointment or get
assistance in filling out an on-line application.
Initially, the call center had just 85 agents and they were overwhelmed by the volume. Through mid-October, the
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center handled about 150,000 calls, but nearly 30,000 people hung up because they had to wait so long to talk to an
agent. To cut down on the problem, the call center added another 50 to 60 agents.
Frustrated by such staffing problems and the slow pace of awards, Jones fired off an angry e-mail to Byrne on Nov.
12.
"Although we have been assured by you that you have adequate staff in place or available, we frankly don't see the
evidence of it nor the productivity that would come of it," Jones wrote. "Mike, I must tell you that additional information
points to the conclusion that ICF has been and continues to hoard resources at the expense of speeding assistance to
our citizens."
A good talent pool
Byrne responded six hours later, noting that ICF had already hired an additional eight subcontractors and expected to
hire another 42 advisers within 10 days. He also claimed that ICF has no incentive to hoard resources.
"The contract allows us to bill the state for all the staff we have on board the program," Byrne noted in his e-mail to
Jones. "This is not a fixed-price contract such that if we spend less we keep the balance moneys. Why would we not
want to hire people if we think it is necessary? There is every economic incentive for us to do so."
In an interview, Byrne said he was pleasantly surprised by how easy it has been to recruit talented staffers for what
could essentially be a three-year job.
"We have no problem recruiting," Byrne said. "I was scared to death, because normally with FEMA you have a group
of virtual part-time employees who you can tap into. I didn't have that bench coming here . . . But we are hiring people.
I hope and I pray that this isn't our last project in Louisiana because I want to keep all these good people working here
in Louisiana."
Byrne rebutted the criticism that ICF underestimated manpower needs. The company had enough people on hand to
meet its contracted duties; what changed, he said, were the state's demands.
"We had enough people for the model we built, based on what we thought we needed to be doing," Byrne said. "But
the perception of what we needed to deliver changed."
Under the company's contract, Byrne said, ICF had until July 22, 2007, to send out all award letters. Now, he said, the
company expects to finish that task in early June, if not sooner.
"We are ahead of what we said in our contract we would meet," Brann said.
Jones said ICF officials are making a "false argument."
"To meet their contractual obligations, there are benchmarks you have to meet and they were not meeting them,"
Jones said. "That's it. Our bells first went off when they weren't meeting even the earliest projections. We don't need
to find out six months from now that they are going to fail to meet the contract expectations. We can't wait until then."
.......
Jeffrey Meitrodt can be reached at jmeitrodt@timespicayune.com or (504) 826-3497.
Caption: Sam Jones Blanco aide says governor is pressuring company [2925183]
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PART I
ITEM 1.

BUSINESS

COMPANY OVERVIEW
We provide management, technology, and policy consulting and implementation services to government,
commercial, and international clients. We help our clients conceive, develop, implement, and improve solutions
that address complex economic, social, and national security issues. Our services primarily address four key
markets: energy and climate change; environment and infrastructure; health, human services, and social
programs; and homeland security and defense. Increased government involvement in virtually all aspects of our
lives has created opportunities for us to resolve issues at the intersection of the public and private sectors. We
believe that demand for our services will continue to grow as government, industry, and other stakeholders seek
to understand and respond to geopolitical and demographic changes, budgetary constraints, heightened
environmental and social concerns, global climate change, and increasing globalization.
Our clients utilize our services because we combine diverse institutional knowledge and experience in their
activities with the deep subject matter expertise of our highly educated staff, which we deploy in multidisciplinary teams. Our federal government clients have included every cabinet-level department, including the
Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”), Department of Defense (“DoD”), Environmental Protection
Agency (“EPA”), Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”), Department of Transportation (“DOT”),
Department of Justice (“DOJ”), Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”), and Department of
Energy (“DOE”). U.S. Federal government clients generated approximately 36% of our revenue in 2008 and
27% of our revenue in 2007. Our largest state and local government client is the state of Louisiana. State and
local government clients generated approximately 47% of our revenue in 2008, and approximately 65% of our
revenue in 2007. The Road Home contract with the State of Louisiana accounted for approximately 38% of our
revenue in 2008, and approximately 63% of our revenue in 2007. We also serve commercial and international
clients, primarily in the air transportation and energy sectors, including airlines, airports, electric and gas utilities,
oil companies, and law firms. Our commercial and international clients, including government clients outside the
United States, generated approximately 17% of our revenue in 2008, and 8% of our revenue in 2007. We have
successfully worked with many of our clients for decades, with the result that we have a unique and
knowledgeable perspective on their needs.
Across our markets, we provide end-to-end services that deliver value throughout the entire life of a policy,
program, project or initiative:
•

Advisory Services. We help our clients analyze the policy, regulatory, technology, and other
challenges facing them and develop strategies and plans for responding. Our advisory and management
consulting services include needs and markets assessment, policy analysis, strategy and concept
development, change management strategy, enterprise architecture, and program design.

•

Implementation Services. We implement and manage technological, organizational, and management
solutions for our clients, often based on the results of our advisory services. Our implementation
services include information technology solutions, project and program management, project delivery,
strategic communications, and training.

•

Evaluation and Improvement Services. In support of advisory and implementation services, we
provide evaluation and improvement services to help our clients increase the future efficiency and
effectiveness of their programs. These services include program evaluation, continuous improvement
initiatives, performance management, benchmarking, and return-on-investment analyses.

As of December 31, 2008, we had more than 3,000 employees, including many who are recognized thought
leaders in their respective fields. We serve clients globally from our headquarters in the metropolitan
Washington, D.C. area, our more than 50 domestic regional offices throughout the United States, and our
international offices in London, Moscow, New Delhi, Rio de Janeiro, and Toronto. In January 2009, we
announced the opening of our office in Beijing.
4
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ICF raise was no secret, report says - Road Home operator's $156 million justified
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Thursday, December 11, 2008
Author: David Hammer Staff writer
BATON ROUGE -- Former Gov. Kathleen Blanco's 25 percent raise to the operator of the Road Home program went
unquestioned and largely unnoticed a year ago, but not because of any intent to conceal the $156 million increase,
according to a state inspector general's report released today.
The change raised the total amount that contractor ICF International Inc. could be paid for its work administering the
program to $912 million. The contract change was made Dec. 7, 2007, about a month before Blanco left office.
Inspector General Stephen Street, an appointee of Gov. Bobby Jindal, said he found no evidence the Blanco
administration was trying to hide the raise she gave ICF, though the news media and key state legislators didn't know
about it until long after she left office.
He also said the raise was justified because ICF had to handle far more applicants for the homeowner-aid program
than initially expected and because 125 policy changes added costs to their work.
But the report says nothing about how ICF's performance, widely derided even by the Blanco team, was itself the
cause of many policy changes and increased costs. Street said those questions will be addressed in separate
investigations by the legislative auditor.
"The conclusions reached in your investigative report support what I have said from the beginning," Blanco wrote in her
official response to the report.
She later wrote that "notwithstanding irresponsible allegations by some who knew or should have known better, there
was no effort whatsoever by my administration to conceal Amendment #7 (the raise) from the general public or the
legislature."
Street said Blanco's Office of Community Development notified The Advocate in Baton Rouge that the value of the
contract would likely be increased, but it offered no specifics. Later, when state staffers were prepared to report on
the raise to a legislative budget committee, they were never called to do so.
Rep. John Alario, D-Westwego, then chairman of the committee, told Street that he was unaware of the raise. Sen. Ed
Murray, D-New Orleans, another member of the committee and a leading critic of ICF, said he was shocked to hear
about the raise when The Times-Picayune discovered and publicized it months later.
--- Internal dissension --While ignoring ICF's performance issues, much of Street's report highlights dysfunction in the Blanco administration,
saying the ICF contract was poorly managed because the Louisiana Recovery Authority, which oversaw policy, and
the Office of Community Development, which controlled the Road Home contract, refused to work together.
Street cites internal state e-mails in which former Community Development Director Suzie Elkins instructed her staff
not to share information about the contract amendment with the LRA, saying the LRA would blame her agency in the
media. Street argues that the infighting hindered negotiations with ICF and allowed the company to play one state
agency off the other.
Current LRA Executive Director Paul Rainwater, who took over Community Development to streamline the state's role
after Jindal took office, said ICF acted as though it managed itself. If a raise were necessary, he said, the state should
have given the company an incremental increase in its pay cap until it showed it needed more, rather than authorizing
the full $156 million raise at once. That put his team at a disadvantage in negotiations they have tried in 2008, he said.
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--- Bloated payments --The state has already paid ICF more in two and a half years than the initial contract called for in three. Through
Wednesday, the Road Home had been paid $795 million to administer the homeowner program, plus a small rental
program that has produced few tangible results.
In his official response to the audit, former LRA Director Andy Kopplin says many of the "policy changes" were actually
restatements of the contract's original intent needed only because of ICF's failure to comply with it.
Kopplin's former LRA spokeswoman, Melissa Landry, represented him at the Capitol on Wednesday and in an
interview gave an example of a typical change that should not have justified higher pay. The LRA, she said, had to
force ICF to inform homeowners in writing when their grants were changed because Community Development had
been allowing the contractor to make major changes over the phone, causing disagreements.
--- Raise's defense affirmed --Street also accepted the Blanco administration's argument that the raise was justified because of estimates at the time
that 150,000 grants would be paid, rather than the 114,000 envisioned in the original contract.
But as of this month, only 121,000 grants have been paid, and state officials doubt there are even 10,000 eligible
applicants still awaiting payment. Rainwater said that's another reason the full raise shouldn't have been given at once.
Rainwater said he is still working to renegotiate labor rates and cut program costs to knock $20 million off ICF's total
bill of $912 million. Just last week, Legislative Auditor Steve Theriot found more than $12.7 million in questionable
billing by ICF, and Rainwater said some of that is double billing. The LRA director said he's working on recovering that
money too.
But negotiations have been difficult ever since the LRA fined the contractor during the summer, Rainwater said. He
added that his only real remedy has been to make sure ICF doesn't get more work from the state.
ICF officials declined Wednesday to respond directly to Rainwater's comments, but they did say they are working with
the state to adjust administrative costs. They expect to come in under the $912 million cap.
"We are pleased that the OIG report confirms that the contract amendment was fully justified," said ICF spokeswoman
Melissa Walker. "It also confirmed that ICF provided detailed documentation that the original ICF contract was not
adequate and was at risk of running out of money, and necessitated a contract amendment."
Bad press about the Road Home hasn't hurt ICF outside Louisiana. The firm continues to land lucrative government
contracts as its Road Home work wind down.
ICF's contract ends in June. Rainwater said what Road Home work remains at that point will be either rebid to other
contractors or handled in-house.
Road Home provides buyout or repair grants of as much as $150,000 to homeowners with severe damage from
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The program is mostly financed with federal money.
.......
David Hammer can be reached at dhammer@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3322.
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Permission.
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La. Road Home company fined
Advocate, The (Baton Rouge, LA) - Wednesday, July 16, 2008
Author: MARK BALLARD
The Louisiana Recovery Authority on Tuesday levied a fine of more than $1 million against the contractor in charge of
the program to help homeowners relocate or rebuild houses damaged in the 2005 hurricanes.
The state government entity fined ICF International of Fairfax, Va., $692,500 for failing to meet a target of 116,000
total Road Home case closings by June 30. The company was also fined $356,879 for failure to meet other
performance measures, according to a prepared statement released by the Louisiana Recovery Authority.
ICF was hired to run the state program, which is called The Road Home.
The company's contract with the state required ICF to close and distribute money in a specific number of cases.
ICF reported closing 114,615 claims as of June 30, which was 105 weeks after the recovery program began. Under
the terms of the contract, ICF is required to pay $500 for each of the 1,385 unclosed claims short of the 116,000
benchmark.
The fine will be subtracted from the payment of the company's next invoice, said Christina Stephens, the Louisiana
Recovery Authority press secretary.
A "closing" is the term used to describe the final step of completing the paperwork in order for claimants to receive the
money.
Between 15,000 and 25,000 applicants are still waiting for their grants, Stephens said.
Many of those people complained to the Louisiana Legislature that the Road Home program is too slow in handling the
paperwork and distributing the recovery funds.
Gentry Brann, director of communications and external affairs for The Road Home Program and vice president of ICF
International, said in a prepared statement Tuesday: "We closed 98 percent of all eligible, active, workable files, and
therefore have exceeded the intent of the measure, which was to close 95 percent of them by June 30."
Paul Rainwater, Recovery Authority executive director, said in the prepared statement, "We do recognize that many of
the homeowners who have yet to close represent the most complicated Road Home cases to close and we are
committed to working through the remaining caseload to identify systemic issues and help move to closing."
Most of the cases closed are those in which property ownership papers are in order, Stephens said. Many of the
remaining applicants have been more difficult to process, such as property where family members continued to live
after the owner died.
"We're not talking about the low hanging fruit anymore," Stephens said.
The Road Home program also announced a previously planned and approved staff layoff, Brann said in another
prepared statement Tuesday.
The staff reduction becomes effective Sept. 13 and affects about 550 positions throughout the Homeowner Assistance
Program.
In addition, two Housing Assistance Centers, in Chalmette and Harvey, will close Sept. 13. Four Housing Assistance
Centers, in New Orleans, Kenner, Baton Rouge and Lake Charles remain open.
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"This change is part of the overall plan of the program and will not impact the program's ability to continue processing
applications, appeals or elevation awards," Brann said in the statement.
Edition: Main
Section: CAPITOL NEWS BUREAU News
Page: 16A
Record Number: MERLIN_3610960
Copyright (c) 2008 Capital City Press, Baton Rouge, La.
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EDITORIAL: Keep watch on ICF
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Wednesday, February 11, 2009
The state's relationship with Road Home contractor ICF is drawing to a close, and that's certainly a relief.
But the state still needs to keep a careful eye on the company even in these waning days, as a dispute over legal bills
proves. The state's legislative auditor found that the Louisiana Recovery Authority paid $340,000 in bills that ICF
incurred defending itself from employee lawsuits.
Those bills aren't the state's responsibility and shouldn't have been submitted to the LRA, recovery chief Paul
Rainwater said.
The state is liable for some of ICF's legal bills under its contract, but not for lawsuits filed by employees that include
things like age discrimination or overtime disputes.
"That's between them and their employees," Mr. Rainwater said. "We're not going to pay that."
Indeed, the state shouldn't pay ICF one dime more than the company is contractually entitled to receive. ICF's abysmal
management of the Road Home program hampered people's recovery from the 2005 hurricanes and caused great
misery and hardship.
The state has withheld $4 million in travel and overtime expenses that ICF tried to collect, and it's also fining the
company another $1 million for failing to meet performance benchmarks. But it's a shame that Louisiana didn't include
more benchmarks in its $912 million contract with the Virginia company.
"They hold up charts of how their stock price drops when I criticize them," Mr. Rainwater said. "That's their mindset."
But Mr. Rainwater should continue to speak his mind. Louisiana officials have no reason to feel sorry for ICF. Dropping
stock prices are hardly unique these days. And in any event, ICF chose to go public shortly after it secured the
massive Road Home project.
Surely it was in ICF's best interest to do a good job and earn praise instead of censure.
Memo: Editorial
Section: METRO - EDITORIAL
Page: 06
Record Number: 424076342
Copyright, 2009, The Times-Picayune Publishing Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Used by NewsBank with
Permission.
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changed during the course of the performance of the contract, and future negotiations with the state could result
in additional changes in such rates and prices during the remainder of the contract, further increasing this risk.
The Road Home contract has been amended to include performance measures, with financial penalties for
failure to achieve these measures. We have, in fact, been subject to some of these penalties. Although contract
modifications must be agreed to by both parties, in the future, the contract could be further amended in ways that
prove to be unfavorable to us. There is, therefore, no assurance that this contract can be performed profitably.
Because of the size of The Road Home contract, poor financial results from this contract would adversely affect
our overall operating results and the value of our stock.
The Road Home contract exposes us to many different types of liability, some of which could be
substantial.
•

Homeowners, rental housing owners, or others dissatisfied with the amount of money they have
received from, or their treatment under, this program may take action against the State of Louisiana and
us, including possible class action or other substantial litigation. These actions could disrupt the
program significantly by diverting substantial management time and resources and could result in
substantial liability for us. Lawsuits have been filed; however, these suits have not disrupted the
program to date.

•

Due to the acceleration of the program, we have terminated employees working under The Road Home
contract earlier than initially anticipated. Some of those former employees have taken action against us,
and more actions may be instituted, whether or not merited, including possible class action or other
litigation.

•

Although much of the work under the contract has been and will be performed by subcontractors, the
State of Louisiana considers us responsible for the timely, satisfactory performance of all aspects of the
contract, as is typical for prime contractors.

•

We and our subcontractors gather and maintain sensitive information concerning potential and actual
program participants. Failure to maintain and secure such information properly and failure to take
appropriate action to prevent fraud could result in substantial liability for us.

•

Although the contract provides that, with several exceptions, we may charge as an expense under the
contract reasonable costs and fees incurred in defending and paying claims brought by third parties
arising out of our performance, there can be no assurance that all of our costs and fees will be
reimbursed. The contract also provides that we will indemnify the State of Louisiana for certain
liabilities. Such liabilities could be substantial and exceed the amounts of, or may not be covered by,
available insurance.

•

There is a risk that reimbursement will be sought from us for any excess amounts paid to grant
recipients and for the costs to re-perform certain services.

Because of its nature, size, and scope, The Road Home contract subjects us to increased public scrutiny
and pressure, particularly to operate at a fast pace, as well as to numerous additional audits, reviews, and
investigations, all of which divert management attention and increase our costs.
The Road Home contract may be the largest non-construction contract ever awarded by the State of
Louisiana. As a result, members of both the executive and legislative branches of the state government have paid,
and will continue to pay, substantial attention to this contract. Both houses of the state legislature have held
numerous hearings at which our management has been asked to testify. Changes in the state legislature and the
Louisiana Recovery Authority during the term of our contract have also led to increased scrutiny of The Road
Home contract and our efforts related to it. We expect that there will continue to be intense public and political
pressure associated with The Road Home contract, particularly to continue to operate the program and execute a
smooth transition of the program at a fast pace.
18
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Louisiana's Road Home refuses to budge on deadlines
New Orleans CityBusiness (LA) - Friday, August 8, 2008
Author: Ariella Cohen
The Louisiana Recovery Authority has no plans to rescind recently instated Road Home Program deadlines that legal
assistance groups say could jeopardize thousands of grants for homeowners who have been trying to collect the funds
needed to rebuild for as long as two years. “Right now we are sticking with the deadlines,” said Christina Stephens,
spokeswoman for the LRA. Announced on July 30, the cutoff gives the 8,400 applicants who haven't yet completed all
program paperwork until Sept. 5 to turn in all outstanding documentation or lose eligibility for the federally funded
grant. Another 2,822 applicants facing problems with title, succession, power-of-attorney and mortgage issues have
until Oct. 1 to resolve all legal issues or forgo rebuilding money. Another 505 applicants who haven't closed for other
reasons also face the Oct. 1 deadline, said Stephens. While the LRA maintains that deadlines are necessary to push
applicants forward in time for the program's final closing deadline in June of 2010 and that extensions will be given on a
case-by-case basis, lawyers from Southeast Louisiana Legal Services and Loyola University Law School Clinic say the
policy will lock thousands out from collecting the cash they need to return home and create an unnecessary layer of
paperwork for those who file for extensions. “Sending people chasing to document that they should get an extension
and having ICF and LRA staff reviewing as to entitlement to extensions is an unnecessary and counterproductive waste
of time,” legal advocates David Williams, Davida Finger and Bill Quigley wrote in a letter sent to Gov. Bobby Jindal on
Thursday. The letter came two days after a request from the same legal advocates for a recession of the deadlines to
Jindal and LRA Executive Director Paul Rainwater. In that letter, sent Tuesday, the advocates took the LRA to task for
implementing an unexpected deadline when there is a shortage of qualified pro-bono attorneys to assist low-income
homeowners who are struggling to complete applications. Also criticized was Road Home administrator ICF
International. “Leaving applicants with just 30 days to complete submissions is inadequate given how poorly ICF has
administered the Road Home Program,” Williams, Finger and Quigley wrote. In addition, cultural patterns of oral or
informal title transfer have made proving property succession difficult for thousands of homeowners who inherited
homes in New Orleans' black neighborhoods, making the new policy especially hard on that particular population. “In
our experience about 90 percent of the homeowners with difficult succession matters are African-American. As a
result, it is clear that the impact of this change would disproportionately disqualify African-Americans from participating
in this program,” the legal advocates said in the Tuesday letter. In an interview, LRA Executive Director Paul Rainwater
said that his goal was to help people - and the program - move forward. “We are reaching out to people who are
having trouble closing,” he said. “I am not going to shut down the program, but we do have to set some deadline.” As
means of providing direct assistance to applicants, the state has initiated a series of outreach meetings. The first, held
Wednesday in Houma, attracted 300 applicants, said Stephens. On Saturday, the LRA will host the first of five walk-in
meetings in the New Orleans area. The outreach session is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m. and run until 3 p.m. at the
University of New Orleans' Lindy Boggs Conference Center.
Index Terms: Government activity; News
Record Number: 406246
Copyright, 2008, New Orleans CityBusiness (LA)
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Mayoral candidates are throwing elbows - Landrieu targeted in pair of forums
Times-Picayune, The (New Orleans, LA) - Wednesday, January 6, 2010
Author: Michelle Krupa, Rebecca Mowbray and Frank Donze Staff writers
After a nearly three-week holiday hiatus, the six major candidates running for New Orleans mayor returned to the
campaign trail Tuesday in back-to-back evening forums that revealed what's likely to become a key strategy of the last
month before the Feb. 6 primary: attack front-runner Lt. Gov. Mitch Landrieu.
Doing most of the shooting were attorney Rob Couhig and businessman John Georges, who has already hit Landrieu
with the campaign's only attack ad so far.
The forums -- focused, respectively, on real estate and youth issues -- offered the first glimpse at a newly reshuffled
field that in past weeks has lost a pair of key contenders, including its leading black candidate, state Sen. Ed Murray,
potentially setting up a scenario that could give the city its first white mayor since 1978 and fueled Tuesday's steady,
low-grade needling among Landrieu, Georges and Couhig, who all are white.
Vying to the fill the vacuum left by Murray, known as an effective if soft-spoken lawmaker, the panel's three AfricanAmerican candidates -- management consultant Troy Henry, fair-housing advocate James Perry and former Civil
District Court Judge Nadine Ramsey -- pushed their own talking points and generally refrained from the attack.
Murray dropped out of the race Sunday, citing difficulty in raising money and a desire to avoid a racially divisive
campaign, while education-reform advocate Leslie Jacobs said she could not compete with Landrieu, who jumped into
the race on the eve of qualifying last month and instantly became the front-runner thanks to his lengthy political resume
and near-universal name recognition.
The night's most heated moment came during the youth forum at Walter L. Cohen High School in Central City, with
Couhig and Landrieu engaging in a quick exchange that hit the top of the volume meter.
Couhig and Landrieu are the only two current candidates who tried unsuccessfully to unseat Mayor Ray Nagin in 2006.
Couhig finished fourth in the primary, then endorsed Nagin, who edged out Landrieu in the runoff. Term limits bar Nagin
from seeking re-election this year.
Asked Tuesday night about the New Orleans Police Department, Couhig criticized Landrieu for declining four years ago
to join him in advocating the immediate firing of Police Superintendent Warren Riley.
"I was very disappointed that Mitch thought that was an issue to be studied," he said.
Though it wasn't his turn to speak, Landrieu asked moderator Rachel Wulff, an anchor at WDSU-TV, for a chance to
defend himself.
"Rob, you did support the guy who hired Warren Riley," Landrieu said.
"I gave you every opportunity to tell me that you'd do something different than (Nagin), and you didn't!" Couhig erupted
before admitting: "It was a mistake supporting him."
Later when candidates were allowed to pose questions to one another, Couhig, seeking an assist from Ramsey,
asked the former judge what lesson students can glean from someone who takes a job in government, then uses that
time "to run for office repeatedly." Clearly targeting Landrieu, Ramsey pointed out that as a judge, she had to resign to
run for mayor, then added that citizens don't like it when elected officials run for other offices without quitting their
current jobs.
The dust-ups were by no means the evening's first confrontations.
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During the earlier housing forum at the Academy of the Sacred Heart in Uptown, Georges noted that $3 billion in
federal recovery grants remain in the coffers of the Louisiana Recovery Authority, and he questioned "the leadership of
any individual" in state government for failing to distribute the money.
Landrieu, acknowledging that the jab was aimed at him, stated that the lieutenant governor's office has no control over
the LRA. He bit back by questioning why City Hall has not spent all the recovery money in its accounts.
Jumping into the fray, Couhig took issue with an earlier statement by Georges that the New Orleans Redevelopment
Authority, of which Couhig was a board member until he declared his candidacy for mayor, should not handle the
purchase of single lots in an effort to return blighted and abandoned properties to commerce. Georges said NORA's
participation makes the transaction more expensive.
Couhig countered that NORA is the cheapest way to dispose of unwanted properties, and he vowed to create a $15
million revolving fund to fix up and sell properties.
Perry focused on the need to grow the population to sop up housing, since the city has the capacity to shelter about
600,000 people, but only about half that many residents. Creating an annual housing plan, as required by the City
Charter, would be one of the first things he would do as mayor, he said.
Ramsey said that she would enforce blight laws and make sure that code enforcement departments have adequate
funding. She also stressed the importance of neighborhoods and promised to use federal block grants to help home
buyers when the federal homebuyer tax credits expire next spring.
Henry referred to his experiences in rebuilding Pontchartrain Park and helping to develop the city's energy-efficiency
program. By cobbling together soft second mortgages, hazard mitigation grants and energy-efficiency measures, he
said it's possible to give people a great deal of equity in their homes and lower their electric bills.
On city finances, Couhig said his administration would enact no new taxes. Georges vowed to cut taxes. Landrieu said
that his budget will reflect his priorities of blight, crime, jobs and schools. Henry said he would sell unneeded city
assets and streamline government operations to eliminate unnecessary services.
Regarding job growth, Perry and Ramsey said they would help small- and medium-size businesses improve their
access to credit. Couhig said the cost of utility rates and insurance needs to drop. Georges said that he would pursue
more direct flights from Armstrong International Airport.
In addition to recruiting large companies, Henry said he would ask the White House to send more permanent federal
jobs to New Orleans. And Landrieu focused on the importance of public-private partnerships.
After more than two hours of jousting Tuesday night, the candidates split along racial lines when asked the next-to-last
question of the youth forum: whether the Recreation Department should be removed from City Hall oversight and
turned into a stand-alone agency.
Landrieu, Georges and Couhig said, yes. Henry and Ramsey flatly opposed the suggestion, while Perry said no,
though he said he could be convinced.
Despite the evening's rampant conflict, the intense night of debating ended on a conciliatory note, with the mayoral
contenders finally agreeing on a question that even organizers conceded was a no-brainer in an auditorium full of
students: "Will you include youth in your transition team?" Said Landrieu: "We should all answer this together."
Also running for mayor, though considered long shots, are Jonah Bascle, Manny "Chevrolet" Bruno, Jerry Jacobs,
Thomas Lambert and Norbert Rome.
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